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Threat of privacy invasion

“Hello sir, I’m calling regarding a recent scientific study in which you are participating. I want to thank you for taking part in this study by offering you a present. Only a small amount of postage costs need to be paid to receive this present, for which I will need your bank account number.”

Recently, an older visually impaired participant of a clinical trial conducted by the VU University Medical Centre in Amsterdam (which will be referred to as the university hospital in this article) received this harassing telephone message from someone unknown to the research team. Fortunately, the participant did not respond to the request and immediately contacted the executive researcher.

This incident is a textbook example of ‘phishing’, i.e. the act of attempting to acquire information from an individual by masquerading as being trustworthy via electronic communication. Phishing is an example of social engineering, i.e. psychological manipulation with the aim to acquire confidential information. The threat of privacy invasions is progressing and technological advances in the digital world play a significant role contributing to this trend. In recent years reports about spying, wiretapping and invasion of privacy frequently dominated the media and provoked a worldwide debate on the importance of privacy.

In scientific research, the right to privacy versus the responsibility of society to conduct valuable medical research is an ongoing issue of debate. A major topic in this debate is that of ‘nourishing’ the patient’s trust. Medical research would not be possible without the patient’s trust: when patients are not ensured and convinced that their private information is handled confidentially, they may not be inclined to participate. Instructions on how to prevent privacy violations within clinical research have been published, e.g. not discussing patients in the public area and following strict security protocols when working with electronic data. However, even when professionals follow these rules and regulations carefully, the threat of privacy invasions, e.g. the phishing incident described in this article, cannot always be completely eliminated. This threat is increasing because of technological progression, growing complexity of large clinical trials, growing amounts of electronic datasets and the increasing value of personal medical data on the black market. This raises the question: how can data security be improved to reduce the increasing threat of privacy invasions? In this commentary article we describe measures to deal with the phishing incident and to improve data protection, supported by National and European regulations.

Approaching privacy invasion

To approach the described phishing incident at the university hospital we undertook three main steps, i.e. 1) reporting the incident, 2) dealing with the incident, and 3) follow-up. These steps will be explained in the following sections.

1. Reporting the incident

1.1 Discovering and reporting the privacy violation

The harassed participant reported the incident by email; this was immediately recognised by the executive researcher (HvdA) and the principal investigator (RvN) as an intrusion of privacy. That same day, the principal investigator contacted the data protection officer of the university hospital (TK) to report the incident and discuss how to deal with the situation.

1.2 Initial context analysis

The data protection officer responded immediately and initiated a context analysis based on: 1) contacting the participant to obtain more details, 2) investigating possible data leaks within the research team/setting, and 3) investigating whether other participants of the clinical trial were approached, in order to assess the impact and determine appropriate steps. In addition, the board of directors of the university hospital was immediately informed and monitored the entire procedure.

2. Dealing with the incident

2.1 Contacting the harassed participant

Being a patient of a low vision rehabilitation centre, the harassed participant had provided written informed consent to participate in the clinical trial performed at the university hospital (n=908). The participant was contacted by the executive researcher to offer support and acquire more details on the incident. Fortunately, the participant did not experience any negative consequences. The telephone number of the intruder could not be obtained.

2.2 Investigating possible data leaks

Processing information in large clinical trials is complex. A large amount of information needs to be processed, entailing complex data storage and the involvement of multiple professionals. Various sources of a possible data leak could have occurred within the university hospital via: 1) the informed consent forms: these were kept in a file on an open shelf in the executive researcher’s office (which was always locked when not occupied); 2) information kept on a personal network account protected by a variable password; 3) six research assistants working in shifts to interview the study participants. Other sources of a data leak could have arisen outside the university hospital: 4) the low vision rehabilitation centre where all eligible participants were registered; 5) the general practitioner who was notified; 6) three sealed envelopes with the logo of the university hospital that were sent to the harassed participant’s home address; 7) various ‘significant others’ who also knew about the clinical trial, i.e. the participant’s wife, various friends, and his ophthalmologist; and 8) any random person who may have overheard ‘revealing’ conversation(s). No data were found missing or destroyed. However, after contacting the various organisations and people involved, the possibility that a leak had occurred in any of these places could not be totally excluded.
2.3 Investigating if other participants were approached

It was not feasible to contact all participants of the clinical trial to determine if they were also approached by the intruder. Therefore, a randomly selected sample of participants was contacted by telephone as part of a regular call made for study purposes. To determine an appropriate sample size of this random selection, the level of certainty of finding other participants that were harassed by the intruder was determined.

The hypergeometric distribution was used that describes the probability of the number of harassed participants in n (sample size) without replacement from a finite population of size n containing exactly M defects.10 Numbers of additionally harassed participants were assumed from the lowest probability (M=1) to the higher probability (M=40). The probability of finding one other incident in a sample of 80 participants (8% of the study population), under the assumption that one other participant was approached (M=1) by the intruder, was 8.8%. The probability of finding one or more incidents in this sample under the assumption that the intruder had called 20 additional participants was 84.5% and for 30 participants this was 94.0% (see TABLE 1). A sample size of 80 participants was chosen as this was a feasible number of participants to call and ruled out the possibility that 20 or more additional participants were harassed with great certainty (more than 80%). Based on this sample no other participants were found that had been harassed by the intruder (95% confidence set for M: [0,0,...,31]). Therefore, the possibility that the intruder had gained access to the data of all participants was low. Furthermore, no similar incidents were reported by any other study participant of the clinical trial. Had that been the case, more spontaneous notifications would have been expected.

### TABLE 1. Hypergeometric probabilities of finding more harassed participants for various numbers of M, for a finite population size (n=908)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of harassed persons in the study population (M)</th>
<th>Sample size (n)</th>
<th>Probability (0)</th>
<th>Probability (≥1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Follow-up

After the investigation of the incident was completed, the board of directors of the university hospital, the board of directors of the low vision rehabilitation centres, as well as the harassed participant himself, were informed about the incident and the steps that were undertaken. Since this was a relatively minor incident (with limited effect on the participant’s wellbeing) it was not necessary for the data protection officer to inform the data protection authority.

### Prevent incidents in the future

The incident described here illustrates that phishing and other types of data leaks and/or security breaches can be a threat in scientific research. National and European laws provide a framework to prevent and deal with these situations and stimulate uniformity and precision (see box 1 for a brief overview). The Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (as part of the Declaration of Helsinki) states that when interventional research in human subjects is carried out, both an ethics committee and the government should authorize the execution.12 In addition, the Dutch Data Protection Act states that researchers should ensure that the privacy of participants is protected whenever possible. It is expected that more incidents will be revealed when this act is updated (planned during 2015): in case of violation of privacy and/or security breaches, the data protection authority must be notified within 24 hours. In England and some other European countries notification of data breaches is already obligatory. The English data commissioner office published data breach trends showing about 50% of reported incidents in the health domain in the last quarter of 2014.13

These national laws follow the European Data Protection Directive 95/96, which states that anyone holding personal data (other than for domestic use) is legally obliged to comply with this act.5 However, the European Data Protection Directive does not sufficiently consider important aspects such as globalisation and technological developments. Therefore, the General Data Protection Regulation is planned to supersedes this latter directive (expected in 2015-2016). The General Data Protection Regulation aims to unify data protection within the European Union, including severe penalties for security breaches and non-compliance with the regulation. The regulation will focus on aspects such as social networks and cloud computing.14

### BOX 1: Rules and regulations concerning research on human subjects

#### National (Dutch)

- Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (Established in 1998, changed in 2006)
  - Ethics committee and government should authorize execution.
  - Study protocol, extensive information letter and informed consent form should be written and documented according to certain standards.
  - Independent physician should be available to provide additional information for participants.

- Data Protection Act (Established in 2001)
  - The data protection authority must be notified of all processing of personal data.
  - Organisations can appoint their own internal supervisor, the data protection officer.
  - Subjects have the right to know what happens to their personal information and to access their personal data.
  - Valid consent must be explicit for collected data.

#### European

- European Data Protection Directive 95/96 (Established in 1995)
  - Seven principles are defined:
    1. Subjects should be given notice when their data are collected;
    2. Data should only be used for the stated purpose;
    3. Subjects should always give consent;
    4. Data should be kept secure from any potential abuses;
    5. Subjects should be informed about who is collecting their data;
    6. Subjects should be able to access and make corrections to their data;
    7. Subjects should be able to hold data collectors accountable for adhering to all of these principles.

- General Data Protection Regulation (Expected in 2015-2016)
  - Data protection of all European Union residents (even concerning foreign companies).
  - Same rules apply to all European Union member states.
  - Valid consent must be explicit for collected data.
  - Rights of subjects are enhanced.
  - Data Protection Impact Assessments are obligatory.
  - Organisations are forced to prove compliance to the regulation.
  - The data protection authority needs to be notified within 24 hours after having become aware of the data breach (when feasible).
  - Subjects have to be notified if adverse impact is plausible.
  - Sanctions can be imposed up to a fine of 100 million Euros or up to 5% of the annual worldwide turnover.
Each organisation has to find a way to implement uniform protocols to secure and improve the patients’ privacy; taking legal demands, demands of research funders on data sharing and increased (international) collaboration into account. This is not the preserve of a few individuals but needs to involve the entire academic and research field. However, the interpretation of these regulations is not always clear and there is a dearth of clear policy guidance. The steps that were taken in this article may help researchers to deal with events of privacy intrusions. Crucial elements in this process proved to be: recognising the incident as a privacy violation, acting immediately after the incident had occurred, systematically retracing possible data leaks, and involving the victim during the process.

It is of pivotal importance to increase awareness of the threat privacy invasions and to provide uniform protocols for all employees to be able to detect and act immediately to deal with such violations. Data protection officers, privacy officers or other employees who are responsible for providing guidance to researchers in such situations should be easily reachable within the organisation to enable researchers to act quickly. In addition, patients can be important ‘partners’ in fighting privacy violations. Therefore, it is recommended that participants of clinical trials be informed of possible threats of privacy invasions and instructed to report such incidents to the researchers should they occur. Information must be provided carefully, in such a way that distrust is avoided and willingness to participate in the studies enhanced. This can be achieved by providing an information letter which may state that i) researchers will never ask for information other than that directly necessary for the study, and ii) that participants should always verify the telephone number and/or e-mail addresses used to contact them in relation to the study.

Proper precautions must be taken to restrict the chance of privacy violations to a minimum, and to facilitate adequate response should such incidents occur, to maintain the trust of participants within scientific research. Only when individuals are convinced that their personal data are being used under strictly controlled conditions, are they likely to agree to offer up some individual privacy for the greater societal good that can emerge from scientific research.

Key Messages

Awareness of the growing threat of privacy invasions when working with patients within scientific research settings should be increased. The steps that were taken after the phishing incident described in this article might serve as a guideline to deal with privacy violations, in which crucial elements proved to be: recognising the incident as an intrusion of privacy, acting immediately after the incident had occurred, systematically retracing possible data leaks, and involving the victim in the process. Uniform privacy protocols should be provided within the academic research field to deal with these situations. New legislation (national: Data Protection Act, European: General Data Protection Regulation) offer a framework to prevent and deal with these situations.
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